Gender Bias in Faculty Teaching Evaluations: Key Journal Articles and Additional Resources

Original Literature Review: Journal Articles


   Male (n = 41) and female (n = 46) undergraduates evaluated an identical written lecture that they were told was by a male professor or a female professor. The lecture focused on pay disparities between men and women in the workforce and was intended to instill a perception of sex discrimination in the workforce. Both male and female students rated the male professor and his lecture more positively and less sexist than they rated the female professor and her lecture.


   This study investigated the relationship between students’ perceptions of the expressiveness of professors and implicit age and gender stereotypes. Male and female undergraduates (N = 352) watched slides of an age- and gender-neutral stick figure and listened to a neutral voice presenting a lecture. Then, they completed teacher evaluation forms that indicated 1 of 4 different age and gender conditions (male, female, “old,” and “young”). Students rated the “young” male professor higher than they rated the “young” female, “old” male, and “old” female professors on speaking enthusiastically and using a meaningful voice tone during the lecture.


   In this study, researchers surveyed nearly 500 university students about their perceptions of male and female faculty, in order to investigate whether students’ assessments of male and female professors are influenced by traditional gender schema. Female students rated female faculty especially high across five teaching dimensions and male faculty comparatively lower. By contrast, male students did not evaluate male and female professors as significantly different. Faculty assessments were further influenced by the strength of students’ gender schema.


   This article describes the influences of course evaluations on promotion, tenure, and merit decisions. It describes how faculty can combat biases to ensure that their teaching effectiveness is accurately portrayed. It reviews alternative evaluation methods, including portfolios, peer feedback sessions, and informal student surveys.


   In this study, researchers analyzed student evaluations completed over a four-year period at a private liberal arts college for the effects of teacher gender, student gender, and divisional affiliation. Overall,
the ratings of male professors appeared to be unaffected by student gender. By contrast, female professors tended to receive their highest ratings from female students and their lowest ratings from male students. The interaction between student gender and teacher gender generally remained when possible confounding factors (e.g., teacher rank) were partialed out. The mean ratings that female and male professors received also varied as a function of the divisional affiliation of the course.


In this study, researchers asked over 100 students to describe their best and worst professor. For “best” professors, female professors were chosen more by their female students and less by their male students than expected. The researchers found no gender differences in students’ choice of “worst” professors. Students criticized similar qualities for their male and female professors (mainly a lack of organization and clarity). Students most often described “best” professors as caring and knowledgeable, but other qualities varied as a function of professor or student gender.


The authors describe and examine potential sources of bias in student evaluations of faculty teaching, such as professor gender, professor race/ethnicity, professor attractiveness, professor age, course difficulty, and expected grade.


At a liberal arts college, 20 female professors, 23 male professors, and 803 undergraduates participated in a questionnaire study of the effects of professor gender, student gender, and divisional affiliation on student ratings of professors and professor self-ratings. On student ratings, the researchers found main effects for both professor gender (students rated female professors higher than male professors on the two interpersonal factors) and division (students rated natural science courses lowest on most factors). Significant interactions existed between professor gender and division. Few significant correlations existed between professor self-ratings and students’ ratings.


More than 1,000 male and female college students of 16 male and female professors (matched for course division, years of teaching, and tenure status) evaluated their instructors on teaching effectiveness and sex-typed characteristics. Male students gave female professors significantly poorer ratings than male professors on the six teaching evaluation measures. Male students’ ratings of female professors were poorer than those of female students on four of the six measures. On three measures, female students evaluated female professors less favorably. Student perceptions of a professor’s instrumental/active and expressive/nurturant traits accounted for only a few of the gender-related effects.

In this study, 253 students in non-science introductory courses at a liberal arts college completed a course evaluation questionnaire. Women instructors were perceived as warmer and more potent individuals. This largely accounted for their higher formal student ratings in specific areas of teaching performance. However, students required women instructors to offer greater interpersonal support and judged them more closely than male instructors in providing it.


In this paper, the authors attempt to summarize the conclusions of the major reviews of the student ratings research and literature from the 1970s to 2010.


This study investigated gender differences in student evaluation of teaching through two analyses, based upon data from 741 college classes. In the first analysis, researchers compared female and male student ratings in the same classes for female and male instructors. In the second analysis, researchers examined how student ratings differed for male and female instructors. Female students gave higher ratings to female instructors on three of eight scales for all disciplines combined. Male students gave higher ratings to male instructors on only one scale. Male and female students showed no difference in their rankings of male teachers. For the total sample of classes, when students gave more favorable ratings, such ratings were largely given by female students to female instructors.


This study was designed to identify gendered expectations, holding occupation constant, based on evaluations of instructors’ performance in the classroom. Undergraduate students (N = 198) evaluated male and female instructors from the same disciplines, using the same questionnaire. Questions were selected based on gendered expectations. The researchers found that male and female instructors are evaluated differently on aspects of presentation and classroom structure.


In the first experiment, researchers examined the effects of course type, student gender, and instructor gender and gender role on student evaluations of instructor effectiveness. In the second experiment, researchers explored students' perceptions of the importance of various gender role characteristics in instructors of different course types. Results suggested that instructor gender role is more important than instructor gender in affecting student evaluations. Female and male students preferred instructors (science instructors, in particular) who had both feminine and masculine characteristics, regardless of the instructor gender.


Researchers investigated the impact of three variables on students' ratings of instruction: social contact between instructor and students (present vs. absent), the instructor's facial expression (smiling
vs. neutral), and the instructor's sex. They presented subjects with hypothetical scenarios in which these factors varied while behaviors directly related to teaching were held constant. Behaviors indicative of friendliness toward students elevated students’ ratings of instruction for female instructors but not for male instructors. Subjects rated the male professors as more effective than female professors. The findings support the view that students expect female instructors to excel in both stereotypically masculine domains (e.g., competence) and stereotypically feminine domains (e.g., warmth).


Some scholars have found gender to have no (or very little) influence on evaluations of teaching, whereas other scholars have found gender to affect evaluations significantly. The authors draw on insights from sociological scholarship on gender and evaluation and argue that this apparent inconsistency is itself an artifact of the way that quantitative measures can mask underlying gender bias. The authors offer concrete strategies for faculty, researchers, and administrators to improve the efficacy of the system of evaluation.


In this study, assistant instructors in an online class each operated under two different gender identities. Students rated the male identity significantly higher than the female identity, regardless of the instructor’s actual gender. This study has been widely cited in the media, but it has a number of methodological flaws (e.g., the instructors were not blind to whether they were assigned a “male” or “female” identity).


In this study, researchers applied a feasible generalized least squares model to a panel of data from undergraduate economics classes. They found evidence that instructors could “buy” better evaluation scores by inflating students’ grade expectations. Class size and instructor experience were important determinants of evaluation scores in principles classes, but not in upper-level courses. Male instructors received better evaluation scores than females, and younger instructors were more popular than older instructors. Other factors were also important determinants of evaluation scores.


In this study, researchers examined the effects of students' and professors' sex on student evaluations of professors' teaching effectiveness. Researchers analyzed the ratings of over 400 faculty made by over 9,000 students and controlled for many variables. Results showed that (a) students gave male faculty significantly higher evaluations on global teacher effectiveness and academic competence than they gave female faculty; (b) female faculty were not rated as more sensitive to student needs than male faculty; and (c) students seem to place more weight on academic competence for male faculty than for female faculty when making overall global judgments of faculty performance.

This article reviews recent literature on student evaluation of teaching (SET) in higher education. It is based on the SET meta-validation model, drawing upon research reports published in peer-reviewed journals since 2000.


In this study, the authors focused on the question of whether a teacher’s gender impacts students’ evaluations. From their critical evaluation of the research literature, the authors concluded that the form gender bias takes may not be easily detectible by quantitative scales. The authors conducted a qualitative analysis of the words that 288 college students at two campuses used to describe their best-ever and worst-ever teachers. Results provided indications that students hold teachers accountable to certain gendered expectations. The burdens that these expectations place on women teachers are more labor-intensive than the burdens that they place on men teachers. The authors observed signs of much greater hostility toward women than toward men who do not meet students’ gendered expectations.


Given that there is not a single study that summarizes research on student evaluations of teaching (SETs) with regard to their validity, susceptibility to bias, practical use, and effective implementation, the authors conducted a comprehensive overview of SETs by combining nine prior meta-analyses (covering 193 studies) related to SETs. This yielded a small-to-medium overall weighted mean effect size between SETs and the variables studied. The authors’ findings suggest that SETs appear to be valid, have practical use that is largely free from gender bias, and are most effective when implemented with consultation strategies.


Undergraduate students and graduate students (n = 765) rated instructors on three factors: interpersonal characteristics, pedagogical characteristics, and course content characteristics. The authors analyzed group differences based on student gender, instructor gender, and student level. Ratings of pedagogical characteristics and course content characteristics yielded significant interactions between student gender and instructor gender. However, the researchers found no differences among groups on interpersonal characteristics.

**Additional Literature Review: Journal Articles (focused on studies in which female instructors received better teaching evaluations than male instructors did)**


This study found that for 197 undergraduates (105 women and 92 men), instructor immediacy, course evaluation, and evaluations of instructors were positively correlated. Female instructors received higher teacher ratings and course ratings than their male peers. In addition, female students with male instructors rated the course lower than any other gender grouping.

In this study, the authors analyzed faculty evaluations from 12,153 students to investigate the effects of faculty gender, course type, and course level (graduate versus undergraduate) on the faculty evaluations. They found that female instructors received higher ratings than male instructors and that ratings differed significantly by course type and by students’ perceived amount of learning.


Students at a midwestern university completed a Curriculum and Instruction Survey (C&I) form during the 1985-86 academic year. The researchers identified four types of classes (lecture, lecture-discussion, discussion, and laboratory) in sufficient quantity to be analyzed. They obtained a total of 5,843 evaluations for 242 different classes. They studied a number of class and instructor variables, as well as the interactions among those variables. One finding in this study was that overall, female instructors received higher ratings than male instructors did.

**Benchmarking: Work of Other NSF ADVANCE Institutions**

In the literature, I did not find any research studies on gender bias in faculty teaching evaluations by other NSF ADVANCE institutions. However, I found the following examples of initiatives by other NSF ADVANCE institutions to reduce the potential effect of gender bias in faculty teaching evaluations:


   This report describes how CU-ADVANCE, in collaboration with the Cornell Interactive Theater Ensemble, is developing a new training DVD and workshop about gender bias and other challenges in the tenure and promotion evaluation process. This includes the topic of gender bias in teaching evaluations (see p. 30 of PDF document).


   This document is intended to (a) list concerns about student ratings identified by some women faculty in SEM disciplines, (b) provide readers with research findings about interactions between instructor gender and student ratings of teaching, and (c) provide suggestions for responding to suspicion of gender bias.


   This is a summary of UIC’s WISEST Program activities with regard to implicit bias.

In this report, UIC describes its initiatives with regard to gender bias in faculty teaching evaluations.


In this report, UIC describes its initiatives with regard to gender bias in faculty teaching evaluations.


On page 1, in the “Ensure Transparency – Avoid implicit bias” section, this document states, “Student evaluations should not be a major consideration in the quality of a faculty member’s teaching. Student assessment has been extensively documented to reflect implicit bias that negatively impacts specific ethnic, age and gender demographics. Furthermore, such data vary directly with course assignment.”